[The analytical characteristics of the dynamics of interneuronal functional connections during conditioned-reflex activity].
The dynamics of functional relations between neurons was studied in the frontal cortex of dogs performing reversal conditioning task. To reveal the functionally relevant relationships between the temporal patterns of correlated firing and behavioral events, we developed an original processing technique. The technique included the following procedures: a) isolation of the "coupled spikes" (CS) from simultaneously recorded impulse trains: b) search for the temporal patterns of correlated firings and their classification by clustering single trials with similar temporal distribution of CS; c) assessment of behavioral significance of the identified patterns by evaluation of the probabilities of coincidence of behavioral events and different CS patterns. Significant correlations between impulse trains were revealed in 38 neuronal pairs of 456 analyzed. The effects of change in behavioral context on the CS dynamics during the task performance were found in 87% of neuronal pairs with correlated activity. In 17 pairs the behavioral conditions were identified, under which potentially connected neurons fired independently during all the periods of the behavioral task. The potentialities of the advanced processing technique are discussed. We suggest that this analysis can provide useful information about the temporal distribution of correlated firings under conditions of nonstereotyped behavior, when an animal reacts in the dynamically organized experimental context.